KA-WCTOPBRICKS Installation
WOOD CLASSIC BAFFLE FIREBRICKS

*No tools are needed for installation
ASSEMBLY:
1. Please study the drawings of the stove cut-away and brick layout on the reverse side of this
page which shows the position of the (A) firebrick, (B) T-Bar, (C) Z-Bar and (D) ceramic wool blanket . These will all install directly above the 4 secondary burn tubes at the firebox top.
2. Install T-bar: The function of the T-bar is that it provides a resting support for the 2 rear firebricks and the front 4 firebricks. Insert the T-bar into the upper firebox so that it spans the firebox side
to side in the location shown in the drawing. It will be necessary to angle this part up and in between the
burn tubes. It will rest on a ledge on the firebox left and right sides. Its correct position would represent
an upside down “T”.
3. Install 4 1/2 rear firebrick as shown in drawing. Note the drawing showing a top view of
firebrick locations. The rear edge of the firebrick will rest on a ledge at the stove back and the front
edge of these firebrick will rest on the T-bar as shown. Push T-bar and firebrick all the way back.
4. Install Z-bar. This Z-bar functions simply as a resting support for the 4 1/2 front firebrick. It
will be necessary to angle the Z-bar up into the firebox top between the front and second burn tubes.
Once up in place, rotate the Z-bar until the tallest leg of the Z-bar is pointing up, and the shortest leg of
the Z-bar is pointing down and hooked over the back of the front burn tube. (See drawing on reverse.)
4. Install 4 1/2 front firebrick as shown in the drawing. Install the first brick up into the firebox
top, inserting it up between the front and middle burn tubes and then slide forward until it drops into
place between the T-bar and the front Z-bar as shown. Slide this brick to the far left. Repeat procedure
for the remaining 3 1/2 bricks and drop into place, then push the entire assembly toward the stove back
by pushing back on the Z-bar.
6. Insert the blanket roll in to the firebox through the 6” flue collar hole and place the roll all the
way to one side and unroll the blanket so as to cover the entire firebrick baffle assembly. Shift the blanket if necessary in order to straighten out the blanket. Be sure the blanket is laying flat. Note: You may
want to wear gloves to install this blanket as the ceramic fibers in the blanket can irritate the skin.

Your secondary burn baffle system is now complete. Please contact your dealer if you have any
questions or if you are not sure it is installed correctly. This system greatly increases your stove’s efficiency as it functions to pre-heat and ignite smoke or gases that are not burned in the coal bed. Please
follow all instructions in your manual for safe operation of your stove.
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MODEL WOOD CLASSIC
Secondary burn baffle system installation instructions.

Firebox cut-away side view.
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Top view of firebrick layout.

